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ABSTRACT
This article seeks to analyze the social situation in Indonesia, where the conflict that occurred overseas manifested into violent actions against person or group within the country, who is considered to have a similar identity with overseas perpetrators. This pattern of violence is perpetrated against minority groups in Indonesia who have no involvement in conflict abroad. Some impacts of the Rohingya crisis in Indonesia are ranging from forced closure threat to Vihara in Medan, a demonstration on Buddhist religious symbols, beating against a Buddhist monk, and even bomb terror in Vihara. In social psychology theory, this violence is part of Defense Mechanism theory called Displacement. Furthermore, to answer why this displaced aggression can occur in Indonesia, I use Social Identity theory that the reductionist view of singular affiliation creates a gap in understanding of ‘Self’ and ‘Other.’ It then creates an intergroup bias when individuals tend to prioritize their group (in-group) compared to other groups (out-group). At last, this situation also reaffirms the concept of imagined community by Benedict Anderson.
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Introduction

Indonesia is a country with a unique identity. Despite being the largest Muslim-majority country in the world, Indonesia never declares itself as an Islamic state. The country continues to unite its nations within the broader ideological framework: Pancasila. The term Bhinneka Tunggal Ika or “Unity in Diversity” is being used since 1945 to bond different religious identity. Religious freedom is also protected under the laws and regulations made by the central and regional governments.

There are six legal religions in Indonesia: Islam; Christianity; Catholicism; Hinduism; Buddhism; and Confucianism. Based on the Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistics \(^1\) (see table 1), about 207,176,162 Indonesians are Muslim, and only 1,703,254 are Buddhists. Even if Christians, Catholics, Hindus, Buddhists, Confucians, and other religions were combined, the numbers remained far below Muslims. The large population of Muslims in Indonesia has made Islam as the most influential nationalism. However, for many political scientists who observed this country, Indonesia has become a positive example of haphazard about the incompatibility of Islam with secular democracy.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) Badan Pusat Statistik Indonesia, “Statistik Politik 2017” (Jakarta, 2017).

Table 1 Comparison of Religious Adherents in Indonesia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Adherents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>207,176,162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Christianity</td>
<td>16,528,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Catholicism</td>
<td>6,907,873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hinduism</td>
<td>4,012,116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Buddhism</td>
<td>1,703,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Confusianism</td>
<td>117,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>1,196,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>237,641,326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Badan Pusat Statistik Indonesia, “Statistik Politik 2017”

However, this country has also faced many intolerance issues and religious violence. The high number of Muslims in Indonesia has raised two religious differences: the majority of Muslims and the minority Non-Muslims. This binary opposition associated with violence against lower hierarchical minorities.

The globalization of technology and the development of social media make international issues easier to access by societies and empower them with knowledge. However, without a proper filter of information, society can easily be provoked by hoaxes and hate speech.

After the fall of the New Order regime in 1997, government control over news and information in Indonesia has been minimalized. Communal issues or religious-political issues on international level spreads widely and often creates violent conflict in Indonesia. The communal issue involving hostilities between religious communities, such as conflict of Muslims against non-Muslims.

The Rakhine conflict has become a burning topic in Indonesia from 2012 until 2017. This conflict took place in Myanmar, also known as Burma before this country changed its name to Myanmar in 1947. The stateless Muslim Rohingyas in the western state of Rakhine, have no access to jobs, healthcare, education, or any other public facilities in Myanmar. Even though the cause of this crisis is complex and varies (due to the war of perception) among domestic and international stakeholders, In many Indonesian perspectives, the Rakhine crisis is seen as genocide or ethnic cleansing against Muslim Rohingya. It is clear here that many studies identify this conflict is between Rohingya Muslims and Myanmar Buddhist.

4 Akm Ahsan Ullah, “Rohingya Refugees to Bangladesh: Historical Exclusions and

The result of this frivolous understanding is displaced aggression against Buddhist in Indonesia (see diagram 1).

The term **aggression** is chosen because this term has a holistic meaning, ranging from minor to severe violence. Minor violence such as name calling or any other verbal insult, and severe violence such as hitting, shooting, bomb terror, are part of aggression ⁸. Violence is then considered as a subset of aggression:

“Thus, all acts of violence are considered instances of aggression, but not all acts of aggression are considered instances of violence. For example, a child pushing another child away from a favored toy would be considered aggressive but not violent. An extreme act, such as attempted murder, however, would be considered both aggressive and violent (with violent being the more descriptive term).” ⁹

The term **displaced aggression** is then understood as a robust social and psychological phenomenon resulted from frustrations faced by one person or group, and it is being justified to conduct violent actions and aggression to the target who is not the cause of initial frustration ¹⁰. This aggression target or *scapegoats* is chosen because they are available and safe targets ¹¹. The Buddhist is seen as a safe target since the number of its adherents is far below the Muslims, and their Indonesian nationality is seen as an available target.

The Muslim Rohingya gets tremendous sympathy from many Indonesians, who are also predominantly Muslim. Pressures to President Joko Widodo's administration to settle the crisis were thrown through

---


⁹ Allen and Anderson.


demonstrations. However, Myanmar and Indonesia are members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) who must adhere to the Non-Intervention Principle, and Indonesia could only provide humanitarian assistance to ease the suffering of Rohingya refugees. In several internal conflicts among ASEAN members, the non-intervention principle has created difficulties in resolving violent conflicts and humanitarian crisis in West Papua, Southern Thailand, and the Vietnam Degar minority.

Unfortunately, this humanitarian assistance deemed to be considered inadequate by some parties (especially political opponents of president Joko Widodo), who considers that the government should take tougher actions, especially to the government of Myanmar. Dissatisfaction over Joko Widodo's government to settle the conflict in Myanmar is then manifested by violence and threats against Buddhists in Indonesia.

Since 2012, there have been at least five cases of violence against Buddhists in Indonesia. The first case occurred in 2013, where there was a demonstration at Vihara Borobudur in Medan, North Sumatra, and the threat of forced closure of Vihara. This threat is meant to urge Buddhists in Indonesia to stop humanity crimes against Muslim Rohingyas in Myanmar.

The second case was a bomb explosion inside the Ekayana Buddhist Vihara in West Jakarta in August 2013. The Ekayana Vihara caretaker saw a note on Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) recordings stating “We are responding to the cries of the Rohingyas”.

The third case was the beating of a Buddhist monk named Chandasilo in Malang (Eastern Java province, Indonesia), by an Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) member named Salim Mubarak in February 2015. Salim Mubarak beat Chandasilo at the parking lot of Immigration Office in Malang. They were then taken to Malang Police Headquarters, and he (Salim) confessed that his action is based on anger against the persecution of Muslim Rohingya by Buddhist Myanmar.

The fourth case occurred in June 2015, days before Vesak celebration, threats and hate speech against Buddhists in Indonesia spread widely in social media (Facebook and Twitter). The threats were directed against monks in Indonesia who is being accused of opposing supporters of Muslim Rohingya in Indonesia. The Buddhist monks are also mentioned as idolaters to celebrate Vesak in Borobudur, the largest temple in Indonesia. The provocation to prohibit Vesak day at the Borobudur temple was also spread widely.

The last case occurred in September 2017. A mass organization called Islamic Defenders Front (Front Pembela Islam/FPI) raised its frustration on the Rakhine crisis by planning to stage a demonstration action at the Borobudur Temple area in Magelang, Central Java. However, the plan was thwarted due to cultural heritage law in Indonesia. Borobudur Temple is a sacred place for Buddhists and has


been established as one of world cultural heritage by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation / UNESCO. Therefore, its existence is highly protected by the Government. FPI and some Islamic mass organizations in Central Java have then held an action at mosque An Nuur, close to the Borobudur temple.

These violence actions against Buddhists in Indonesia are considered inappropriate because sixteen Buddhist organizations who formally represent Buddhist communities in Indonesia has declared ten viewpoints of its position humanitarian crisis in Myanmar. On September 2017 they announced their ten viewpoints: (1) to understand that the conflict in Myanmar is not a religious conflict, but a humanitarian one; (2) to build solidarity to the Muslim Rohingya as a fellow human being; (3) to stop acts of violence because it would only aggravate the situation; (4) to urge the Burmese government to uphold the human rights of the Rohingyas; (5) to reject any provocation on Myanmar’s conflict in Indonesia (because it) could disrupt country’s religious harmony; (6) to expect further cooperation between societies and police officers to stop the spread of hoaxes on Myanmar’s conflict; (7) to expect the Indonesian government to ensure religious freedom in Indonesia; (8) to understand that there is no religion that supports terrorism; (9) to invoke any Indonesian Buddhist to not be provoked with issues that could disrupt religious harmony; (10) to urge Indonesian Buddhist to pray for an end of any violence against Muslim Rohingya.

Here we can clearly see that the conflict occurred in Myanmar led to conflict and acts of violence against Buddhists in Indonesia, who had no connection with the conflict in foreign country. In fact, sixteen Buddhist community organizations have condemned the violence perpetrated by the Myanmar government against the Rohingyas. Therefore, this article seeks to answer why this displaced aggression occurs in Indonesia?. This article aims to answer the causes of displaced aggression in Indonesia by using three main theories: displaced aggression; social identity; and imagined community.

**Theory**

The term displaced aggression is part of psychology studies, while cases that occur in Indonesia are part of sociology studies. The difference between these two sciences is that psychology studies the influence of social things on individuals, whereas sociology focuses on the collective phenomenon itself. Therefore, this article uses the terminology of international displaced aggression from psychological studies, but uses social science studies to answer why these cases can occur collectively in several regions in Indonesia. Hypotheses regarding the causes of international displaced aggression are (1) the strengthening of social identity which creates ingroup-outgroup segregation of "We" versus "Other"; (2) this segregation is also accompanied by an intergroup bias which views one group as a victim and other group as perpetrator, and finally (3) the nationalism of the Indonesian has faded due to the absence of a common enemy from other countries, and resulted in hostility towards fellow Indonesians. Therefore, three theories are used in this article: Social identity; intergroup bias; and imagined community.

The term displaced aggression is part of Sigmund Freud’s theory on psychological defense mechanism theory that was developed by Gonzales and Miller from John Dollard's theory of Frustration-aggression (Pedersen, Gonzales, and Miller 2000b; Berkowitz 1989).

---


In displaced aggression, the target of aggression is “innocent of any wrongdoing and just happens to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.” (Pedersen, Gonzales, and Miller 2000a). Freud explained that displacement comes from the human subconscious who may have had unpleasant past experiences with certain objects or subjects (including its characteristic) (Freud 2004). When this substitute target has minor offense, the term triggered displaced aggression is used to understand the situation (Pedersen, Gonzales, and Miller 2000a). International displaced aggression as referred to in this article is when aggression is carried out across national borders against minority groups in other countries who have no relationship with conflicting actors.

The beating case of Chandasilo monk in Malang, East Java, for example, he can be considered as a substitute target which appeared at the wrong place and at the wrong time. The perpetrator, Salim Mubarak, came to the Malang Immigration Office with his wife and three children, to complete the passport for his wife and children (Tempo 2015). However, when he coincidentally met Chandasilo who wore the Kasaya (monk's robe), the hatred against Buddhist radical groups in Myanmar has encouraged him to punch Chandasilo.

There are two main causes of displaced aggression: The availability of target and fear of punishment from initial provocation (Reijntjes et al. 2013). Violent actions against Buddhists in Indonesia can explain this phenomenon. The availability of Indonesian Buddhists who has a closer distance than to ensure the Myanmar government “pays” their actions to the Rohingyas.

Besides psychological reasons, displaced aggression also occurs due to identity similarity. Research conducted by Vasquez, Lickel, and Hennigan analyzed the relationship between shared identity and displaced violence in gang members. Gang members are slowly forming a strong identity among them and attacks from a rival gang or other group are considered as a threat to the valued identity of the gang (Vasquez, Lickel, and Hennigan 2010).

This group-based anger is also analyzed by Stenstrom, Lickel, Denson, and Miller, they concluded that people’s in-group identity might wreak their anger towards threatening out-groups (Stenstrom et al. 2008). Groups and individual that have a limited ability to defend themselves, such as women, children, and ethnic and religious minorities, also tend to be the targets of aggression (Woolf and Hulsizer 2003).

Analysis

a. Actors of Displaced Aggression

It should be highlighted here that not all Muslims committed violence against Buddhists in Indonesia. The violent actions are taken by small groups who are often committing in many other religious violent actions in Indonesia.

1. Islamic Defenders Front (Front Pembela Islam / FPI)

FPI is a controversial Islamic fundamentalist group in Indonesia 20. Although it declares itself as Islamic defender, many other large moderate Islamic organizations (such as the Nadhatul Ulama and Muhammadiyah) in Indonesia opposed to this group because this group often conducts violence actions in the name of Islam. Bagir et al. (2010) distinguish two faces of FPI: the civil and uncivil mode. The civil mode of this organization presents this group as an ally to the authorities and protector of those in need. However, the uncivil mode of this organization uses demonizing rhetoric (verbal

---

violence or even killing action) of those who deemed deviant.  

2. Islamic State of Syria dan The Levant (ISIL)  

ISIL terrorist group has some followers from Indonesia. According to the USAID Final Report (2016), seven local organization in Indonesia are listed as ISIS members. The director of Institute for Policy Analysis of Conflict (IPAC), Sidney Jones, sees that the emergence of Rakhine crisis has inspired Indonesian extremists to assist their fellow Muslims or lead to attacks against Myanmar government buildings or officials. The ISIL could also see Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) as a potential partner. A man who beat Chandasilo Buddhist monk on behalf of Muslim Rohingya is also an ISIL member and a police fugitive.

3. Local Muslim Organizations  

Differ from FPI and ISIL; many other local Muslim organization is not encouraged by an integrated movement with clear doctrine. Another perpetrator of Displaced Aggression against Buddhists in Indonesia is local groups concentrated in certain cities or regions in Indonesia, which have no affiliation with both FPI and ISIL. The Muslim Lawyers Team (Tim Pengacara Muslim) in Aceh, for example, demands a temporary closure of the Buddhist monastery in Aceh due to the Rakhine crisis.

4. Radical Media  

The misuse of social media by radical groups and individuals has been a hot topic for researchers since the emergence of terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda and ISIS. Hoaxes and hate speech were used by left wing for economic interest, such as the case of Saracen and the Muslim Cyber Army (MCA) (news syndicates accused of spreading thousands of hoaxes and fake news in Indonesia). The cyber jihadist network known as The Family of Muslim Cyber Army (MCA) is accused of spreading fake news and hate speech. Several allegations were addressed to this network, such as:

1. inflame religious and ethnic schisms;  
2. fan paranoia around gay men and lesbians;  
3. alleged communists and Chinese people;  
and  
4. spread defamatory content to undermine the president

The MCA network also posts hoaxes about Rohingya crisis. They post news about Muslim persecution, but it was mixed up with domestically-inspired vitriol, hatred against Indonesian-Chinese, and even inflamed hatred against respected Indonesian figures. They intensified these hoaxes and hates speeches before the Vesak ceremony, to provoke aggression against Buddhists.

26 Guardian.
b. Understanding the Causes of International Displaced Aggression: Social Identity Analysis on Displaced Aggression

The social identity theory states that the individual's perception comes from his/her membership on certain social groups. This social identity is based on certain nationalities, races, occupations, sexes, and religions, and an individual can be a member of many different social categories. For example, in Indonesia, a person who is Chinese and also a Buddhist can be classified as Double Minority status. Their double minority status has made them vulnerable to any violent action.

Indonesian Muslims have a strong binding with their religious identity, and even stronger than national identity. For example, Indonesian people have a high curiosity about the life of Muslim minority in other countries. Ayana Jihye Moon who became viral in Indonesia just because she is a South Korean woman who converted to Islam and makes hijab tutorials on Youtube. Her fame came from two reasons: first, Islam in South Korea is a minority religion; thus, when there are Korean people who are Muslim, this becomes a rare thing. Second, Indonesian has long been a fan country of Korean culture. This case proves that the “Self” identity of Indonesian society is more dominated by religious identity than national identity. How the member of “We” can survive in a country with a majority of other religions or “Other,” gives its charm for the Indonesian. Therefore, the news about how Muslim Rohingyas within discriminatory actions by the Myanmar government also provides tremendous sympathy from Indonesian Muslim.

Identity and violence have an undeniable linkage. Amartya Sen sees that one reason why violence is closely related to identity exist due to the reductionism meaning of identity. The “singular affiliation” type of reductionism considers that everyone, for practical purposes, is related to only one identity. This identity has a very strong influence in behaving towards other people or groups who have a different identity. The violent actors against Buddhists in Indonesia consider that all Buddhists are single affiliates. Thus the violence committed by Myanmar Buddhists needs should be retaliated to Buddhists in Indonesia.

c. In Group and Out Group Identity

This reductionist view of singular affiliation creates a gap in understanding of “Self” and “Other” and raises a sense of shared destiny with other individuals with the same social group. Social identity is then creating a division between in-group and out-group, and when a person feels as a part of the group, everything will be viewed from the group’s perspective. suggests that the introduction of differences between identity groups (without any conflicting history among those groups) is already sufficient to create


discrimination of in-group and out-group groups. Therefore, the threat came from out-group can be directly assumed as a threat to the member of in-group, so the conflict dynamics between groups becomes difficult to avoid. This threat can affect problem-solving action. The greater the perceived threat, the more problem-solving ability decreases, compared with the group who receives the least threat. These threats can be direct and indirect. The target of direct threat is individuals/groups that have a certain social identity, while indirect threats are targetted to the symbols of identity.

The globalization of information and communication then widened the gap between these social groups into a wider arena, beyond state boundaries. Huntington raises the term a clash of civilizations: a cultural entity capable of replacing the traditional state entities, where the history of these civilizations collide with one another. In the case of the Rakhine crisis, Indonesian people do not see this as a matter of Myanmar’s national security issue or their dissent from a historical perspective. They see this conflict as an identity conflict between Muslim Rohingyas and the predominantly Buddhist Myanmar government. Indonesia and other countries such as Turkey also see this as evidence of a grand conspiracy against Islam. The 2018 survey from Universitas Islam Hidayatullah and Convey Indonesia, shows that 62.11% of teachers and 55.08% of students in Indonesia agree that Muslims are under zalim / unjust situation. Although Islam is the major religion in Indonesia, and certainly not treated unfairly, the zalim feeling fell from the condition of their kinship member of “brother” and “sister.” All believers in the Qur’an have been declared brother and sister:

“Interpreters of the Holy Quran (Mufassireen) are convinced that in citing the verse “blessing” means unity among Muslims. And brotherhood among Muslims can only be established on the ground of Towheed. Unity is presented as the primary member and the track axis in the Sunnah and Islamic traditions.”

The brotherhood among Muslims sees that because the Muslim Rohingyas are treated with violence, it is then becomes the duty of fellow Indonesian Muslims to stop or respond to it. The term Ummah is another example of how the solidarity among Muslim grow, felt and accepted among its member. Ummah stands for the solidarity of the Muslim community, beyond state borders. Their same religious identity was seen as and the Rakhine crisis is seen as a threat to Ummah. The recognition of Brother and sister is not defined by blood relations or national identity. Instead, it was defined by religious similarity. This is why the violent actions against non-Muslim (even with the same national identity) accepted and understandable under some circumstances.

Even the Indonesian government provide humanitarian assistance based on religious similarity. President Joko Widodo highlighted

---

36 Rempel and Fisher.
40 (Roy 2004, p.1)
the importance of diplomacy in solving humanitarian crises 41:

“We have dispatched ten containers to help our brothers, especially the Muslim community, in Rakhine State. They contain instant noodles, baby food, wheat, cereals, and sarungs. These items were requested.”

As a member of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations/ASEAN, the Indonesian government must comply with the non-intervention principle. Indonesia is certainly not allowed to intervene in Myanmar’s internal conflicts. However, the insistence on the social identity of Indonesia as the country with the largest Muslim population in the world forced the country to slightly disregard the principle of non-intervention and start providing humanitarian assistance. In September 2017, Indonesia sent 34 tons of humanitarian aid to Rohingya refugees in the nearby district of Myanmar-Bangladesh border 42.

d. Displaced Aggression and Intergroup Bias

To maintain group membership, individuals tend to prioritize their own group (in-group) compared to other groups (out-group). This prioritization creates an intergroup bias when the individual exhibits a non-objective assessment of his/her own group 43. One form of Intergroup bias is the ultimate attribution error phenomenon, in which individuals tend to provide better explanations for members, than to other groups 44.

Example of intergroup bias is the ultimate attribution error phenomenon and the black sheep effect. The ultimate attribution error occurs when individuals tend to provide better explanations for members, than to other groups while the black sheep effect occurs when group member always gets a better judgment compared to other groups 45.

Concerning the situation in Indonesia, many Islamic groups have intergroup biased when they view the Rohingya crisis as an attempt of Myanmar Buddhist government to combat Muslim Rohingyas, and they also unaware of other factors such as history and politics in Myanmar. In fact, their violent actions against Indonesian Buddhists that have nothing to do with the conflict in Myanmar is not considered wrong, as they compare it with the treatment of the Myanmar government against the Rohingyas.

e. The Imagined Communities and Unity Against Common Enemy

According to Hans Kohn, nationalism is a notion that the highest allegiance of individuals must be left to the nation-state. There are two forms of nationalism: nationalism as a voluntary action of its member, and nationalism as an irrational concept 46. In line with Kohn's latest type of nationalism, nationalism according to Benedict Anderson is a community that can only be imagined, because even the smallest nation, does not know all its members. In other words, nationalism arises from the delusion of its members 47.

45 Hewstone, Rubin, and Willis.
The non-appearance of the common enemy also bring this nation divided and fight among its members. The common enemy is highly important for Indonesia to bring common feelings among Indonesian. This is understandable since the independence of Indonesia resulted from the struggle against Dutch colonial. This is how Indonesia is holding its nations during the independence era. After the common enemy (Dutch and Japanese colonials) is defeated in 1945, this nation fell into another battle against each other. The rebellion against government rose under Islamic identity. The Darul Islam rebellion movement to bring the Khilafah in Indonesia, for example, almost made this nation fractioned in the 1940s to 1960s.

Anderson sees the emergence of nationalism from the historical experience of various nations, including Indonesia. The postcolonial nationalism in Asia and Africa resulting from the emulation of the nationalism history in Europe. The nationalism of postcolonial society was formed based on a difference as a form of resistance to colonialism 48.

The concept of imagined community can be used to analyze both national and religious social identity in Myanmar conflict cases. First, Indonesian nationality has been defeated by religious identity. Indonesian nationalism is a form of deliberate nationalism where the awareness of the nation's identity resulted from the history of suffering and discrimination by the Dutch colonial. The early Indonesian nationalism came from the contradiction between ‘Self’ versus colonialism of ‘Other’. However, after independence, the Indonesian nation seemed to have lost the sense of unity against foreign enemy, and instead turned fellow citizens into "common enemies". This is evidenced by the displaced violence committed by Indonesian Buddhists. Their religious identity is more powerful than nationalist identity as an Indonesian, so that religious violence among fellow Indonesian

48 Anderson.

takes place. This case can also be viewed as a discourse of Anderson's secular nationalism that in fact at odds with the veil of religious nationalism used by FPI, ISIL, and MCA, which is simply a justification for the acts of violence they have committed.

Second, this conflict re-affirms the concept of imagined community promoted by Benedict Anderson, that nationalism emerged from the cultural system, one of which is the religious community. Indonesian Muslim has never interacted directly with Rohingya Muslim in Myanmar. Yet religious similarity raises an imaginary closeness among a group of Muslims in Indonesia with Rohingyas in Myanmar. The consequence of this imaginary closeness is the emergence of displaced aggression against Indonesian Buddhists.

Conclusion

This research seeks to analyze the phenomenon of violence against Buddhists in Indonesia. Some of this violence cases are: The threat of forced closure of Vihara in Medan and bomb explosion on Ekayana Vihara in West Jakarta in 2013; The beating of Buddhist monk Malang by an ISIS member, and hate speech days before Vesak celebration in 2015; and later, the demonstration at the Borobudur Temple area in 2017. Uniquely, these violent actions were done to avenge the Myanmar Buddhist government. Two different countries, with victims who are not the main perpetrator. The only cause of these violent actions is religion similarity.

However, why should this violence be done against fellow Indonesian citizens? The term displaced aggression is used to answer this question. Displaced aggression is a violent behavior against non-perpetrator, where the displaced target is weaker, and sometimes violence happens to them because they are in the wrong place and at the wrong time. Buddha is a minority religion in Indonesia, and its adherents become a soft target for violent actions.

Then, why does this displaced aggression happen? By using the theory of social identity,
it can be concluded that the reductionist view of singular affiliation creates a gap in understanding of 'Self' and 'Other'. The brotherhood among Muslims sees that because the Muslim Rohingyas are treated with violence, and it is the duty of fellow Indonesian Muslims to stop or respond against it. It then creates an intergroup bias when individuals tend to prioritize their own group (in-group) compared to other groups (out-group) when perpetrators of displaced aggressions view the Rohingya crisis as an attempt of Myanmar Buddhist government to combat Muslim Rohingyas. And at last, this phenomena reaffirms the concept of imagined community by Benedict Anderson.
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